Maple Creek Ag, located in Ossian, IN, is looking for an experienced supervisor to join the management team at a diversified agriculture business. This person will be fully involved in the day-to-day operation of the farm. They will be responsible for managing and working with other employees. Must be willing to work with and respect the other managers and partners.

Skills or knowledge of the industry is preferred but not required. A general mechanical aptitude would be useful and valued. Compensation will be determined by the knowledge and experience of the applicant.

Daily tasks will vary by season.

Will be required to run large machinery.

We do not work on Sunday except to care for animals.

**Crops and fields**
- Spring planting of crops – includes spring tillage
- Spraying/cutting of brush in fencerows
- Soil testing
- Nitrogen application on corn
- Multiple Sprayer Passes for weed control
- Scouting and care of crops
- Side-ditch mowing and care
- Alfalfa harvest (up to 5 times a summer)
- Fall harvest of crops
- Fall Tillage
- Fall Manure application as fertilizer
- Winter Brush Removal
- Trucking of Grain to Market
- If applicant has a background in commodity markets, may assist in grain marketing

**Contract Hog Finishing Operation**
- May be required to assist in caring for animals
- Ideal if applicant would be trained or willing to learn some maintenance skills
- Ideal if applicant would be trained or willing to assist in the market (loading) of market weight animals

**Feed/Milk Transport**
- Ideal if applicant would have or be willing to pursue a commercial drivers license (CDL)
- Applicant may assist in dispatch, repair, field calls

**Dairy Farm**
- Will assist in maintenance projects, construction management, and assorted jobs
Job will evolve with applicant’s skill set and experience. There is a ton of opportunity for personal growth.

Very little to no time off during the spring and fall (planting and harvest). Summer is busy but can be flexible. Crop farm is very weather dependent on hours and jobs. Winter pig and machine care as well as snow removal in large precipitation events.

Depending on operation growth, may have the opportunity to manage a larger team of people (will start out with 1 or 2).

Even if coming with intimate knowledge of the farm industry, applicant will still train under the owners (the other managers/partners) to learn specific farm systems.

Interested applicants, please send your resume or any questions you have to: jay@maplecreekag.com